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This paper considers Indigenous place-making
practices in light of an idea for a major
Victorian Indigenous Cultural Knowledge and
Education Centre in central Melbourne as
championed by Traditional Owners in Vic-
toria. With only eight Aboriginal architects in
the country, collaboration with non-Indigenous
architects will be inevitable. Two case studies
from the recent past—the Tent Embassy in
Canberra and a street corner in Colling-
wood—reveal that dominant cultures of
place-making continue to marginalise Abori-
ginal people in urban Australia. This paper
will contend that delivering spatial justice will
require both an opportunity for Indigenous
Victorians to build visibility in the centre of
the city and a willingness within the dominant
culture to be deterritorialised.
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This paper seeks to localise David Harvey’s
appeal to ‘‘the right to the city’’ amidst the
ongoing effects of colonisation for Indigenous
Australians. Despite the prevalence of ‘‘post-
colonial’’ discourse in Australia, colonial politics
are current and real, giving shape to the socio-
cultural, economic and material worlds of both
Indigenous and non-indigenous Australians.
The contemporary city that Harvey describes
is recognisable in Australia, where processes of
gentrification, inflating real estate markets and
concentrations of political power inequitably
determine ‘‘processes of urbanisation’’.1 But the
‘‘right to the city’’ has particular resonance for a
social group persistently dispossessed from
their connection to place. As Jane M. Jacobs
argues, Australian urban development has
always sought to locate Indigenous community
outside of the city.2 The original displacements
from traditional ways of living on land, and
practising place, were compounded by bureau-
cratic, legal and socio-economic exclusions that
rendered Indigenous people aberrant in the
city space, positioned by colonial discourse as
‘‘inconvenient’’ and ‘‘immoral’’ presences.3 In-
digenous people have never been absent from
Australian cities, rather they have historically
been accorded little visibility—a situation that
continues today. Where indigenous presence is
officially made visible in the contemporary
settler-colonial city, it is commonly via memor-
ialisation—tourist maps that point out pre-
colonial sites of significance, for example—or it
is institutionalised within colonial frameworks
such as the art gallery or museum.
The research that informs this paper was
conducted as part of an investigation into the
complexities of designing Indigenous cultural
centres. The project’s motivation is a proposed
Victorian Indigenous Cultural Knowledge and
Education Centre (VICKEC) that is being
championed by members of the Victorian
Indigenous community, various organisations
such as Melbourne City Council and the
Victorian Traditional Owners Land Justice
Group, and other stakeholders. The idea of
such a Centre unavoidably echoes the institu-
tionalised history of an ‘‘authorised’’ Aboriginal
presence in the Australian city. Fond of its
allocated ‘‘zones’’ for social minorities—China
Town, or the Greek Precinct, for example—
Melbourne has two purpose-built public cen-
tres of Aboriginal culture in or near the Central
Business District (CBD): Bunjilaka, the Indigen-
ous section of the Melbourne Museum
designed by DCM; and the Koorie Heritage
Trust, on King Street. Yet both occupy ‘‘fringe’’
situations in different ways. Bunjilaka’s geo-
graphic location is prominent, but its formal
position at one end of the Melbourne
Museum, matched by the children’s museum
at its other end, suggests two primitives holding
the hand of the serious and civilized architec-
ture of the centre. The Koorie Heritage Trust
almost had a purpose built facility in Lonsdale
Street, designed by Greg Burgess, until it was
razed by an arsonist just before practical
completion. The organisation now occupies a
converted office building on the north western
edge of the city.
To counter this marginality, advocates of the
VICKEC want the Centre to be constructed in
the heart of Melbourne’s CBD, high profile and
very visible. The symbolism of such a situation,
at the centre of urban space rather than at its
periphery, suggests a politics of re-occupation,
and of claiming agency within a locus of power
rather than at its margins. The politics of this
gesture are complex and contested. The
traditional conservatism of a political ‘‘centre’’
seems at odds with the activist cause, although
the idea of resistant occupation has strong
associations with movements for social justice.
Noel Pearson’s recent call for a ‘‘radical centre’’
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in Indigenous social reform policy embodies
some of these tensions. The specific concern
of our project, however, is architectural, and
this paper will extrapolate some of the key
questions that arise in the process of canvas-
sing the design and construction of a Victorian
Indigenous Cultural Knowledge and Education
Centre. It is not just the right to occupy space
that the idea of this Centre raises, but also the
right to make place.
When it comes to making places, and
dedicated places for Indigenous peoples in
particular, whose knowledges and whose
histories will inform their physical manifesta-
tion? We argue that contemporary architec-
ture continues to be shaped by the dominant
place-making culture of the Australian settler-
colonial.
Place-making is innately a political, as well as a
social, technical and material, process. It is also
multitudinous in its practice and form. How-
ever, the cultures of place-making that most
prominently inform the contemporary city—
that direct its policy, structure its architecture
and planning, and promote its inhabitation—
are problematically grounded in Euro-centric
traditions that, sometimes despite intention,
reinscribe a hierarchy of spatial occupations
and political purchase. How, in this context, can
Indigenous place claim a centre? What are
some of the ways in which place is understood,
practised and made in Indigenous cultures, and
how might this inform contemporary main-
stream architectural practice? This paper
comes to these questions by (re)visiting two
significant recent histories of Indigenous place-
making. The first history we recount is the
creation of the Tent Embassy in Canberra, with
its assertion of the right of Indigenous
Australians to ‘‘the centre’’; the second is the
recent history of a small site in Smith Street,
Collingwood, where Indigenous and non-
indigenous place-making practices collide in
the interstices in destructive and unexpected
ways. We argue that within these histories are
vital insights for a decolonised non-indigenous
architectural practice to come and a reciprocal
path for reshaping the city.
Place-making histories: an overview
Colonial occupation of Australia was predi-
cated on a belief that the continent was a terra
nullius—a land belonging to no-one. Aboriginal
people populated the land in apparently fluid
and nomadic ways. Their place-making prac-
tices were invisible to the eyes of European
colonisers familiar with gridded cities, property
boundaries and western building practices.
Coupled with the colonisation of dreamtime
stories that told of a creation sung into
existence by spiritual beings who were always
on the move, the incorrect idea that Aboriginal
people have no fixed ties to place was
perpetuated.
There are many words and meanings for
‘‘place’’ (the common meaning of which, of
course, is a western one) amongst Indigenous
cultural groups. The Gunnai/ Kurnai of eastern
Victoria use the word tandeera which translates
to ‘‘place of rest’’; the Walpiri of central
Australia have the term ngurra which approx-
imates ‘‘place’’. Despite this diversity, Indigenous
scholar Irene Watson explains that a relation-
ship with place, or country, is central to
Aboriginal ontology and cosmology. Ruwi is
the word that her people, or nungas, the
Ngarrindjeri of South Australia, use for ‘‘place’’
or ‘‘country’’. She recounts that:
The nunga relationship to ruwi was
intimately known to traditional land
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owners. The boundaries of ruwi were
marked by bends in the creek or river,
the rain shadow, trees, and rocks, as well
as fabricated markers. While Aboriginal
laws are specific to place and have a
sense of boundary, they are boundaries
unlike those constructed by Australian
law, which have mapped state boundaries
in straight lines across Aboriginal terri-
tories. Aboriginal song lines do not travel
in straight lines to make absolute bound-
ary areas between different people.4
This is a connection not predicated on own-
ership, as Watson further explains, but on
responsibility, and born from a particular
knowledge of the land. ‘‘Aboriginal law does
not allow us to sell the land; we cannot sell our
relative, our self, our being, or our identi-
ty . . . Under current Australian law, it is not
possible to maintain an Aboriginal relationship
to country.’’5 While it is true that Australia’s
Indigenous community is characterised as
much by its diversity as it is by its common-
alities, according to Koorie6 scholar, Shannon
Faulkhead, this description of Aboriginal under-
standings of the continuous material and
emotional connection between the land and
people seems to be shared across the
continent.7
The dominant urbanised western understand-
ing of place, which defines place through land
ownership, demarcations, and the implementa-
tion of strategic power, is thus dialectically
opposed to its Indigenous conception. Here
place is enacted through movement, con-
nected to the maintenance of stories—or song
lines—of country as a crucial act of respect for
the ancestors who have an enduring presence
in the landscape. In these stories, stasis and
fluidity, past and present coexist. These stories
that make place, and are of the place, are
poetic, but they are also profoundly material:
manifesting, as Watson describes, in the
physical lie of the land and the built forms of
Indigenous culture.
A lack of built fabric and general invisibility of
Indigenous culture perpetuate the historical
dispossession of Indigenous people in con-
temporary social practice and its architectural
and institutional forms. The historical assump-
tion that Aboriginal culture produced no
architecture and was absent from the devel-
opment of Australian cities—an assumption
with ongoing influence—has been powerfully
challenged by architectural scholars and histor-
ians such as Paul Memmott, Kelly Greenop,
Carroll Go-Sam, and Penelope Edmonds, who
have demonstrated the complex spatial urban
occupations and architectural practices of
Indigenous communities, historically and in
contemporary times.8 Yet dominant cultures
of place-making continue to marginalise Abori-
ginal people in urban Australia, despite three
quarters of the Indigenous population living in
cities. A critique of the neoliberal city offers
some insight here, with the privatisation of
space and its resulting politics of access going
some way to explaining the peripheral occupa-
tions of Indigenous peoples in urban centres.
But there are practical factors at work here
too. The official place-makers of city environ-
ments are overwhelmingly non-indigenous,
with one Aboriginal architect alone registered
in Victoria, Jefa Greenaway, and it is believed
only eight others in the whole of Australia. The
local politics of urban planning, and the
administration of public space in the city,
similarly reflect the non-indigenous knowledge,
preoccupations and ways of seeing of the
majority of its practitioners. As we will go on to
explain, place-making discourse in the context
of urban planning and design particularly is
markedly future-oriented, focused on the
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community to come at the expense of the
community that already gathers.
This suggests the truth of Indigenous academic
Larissa Behrendt’s claim that Indigenous peo-
ple, and their claims for recognition, are
commonly excluded from decision-making
processes concerning design and development
in the city.9 Behrendt argues that Indigenous
communities are much more likely to be
consulted over green space development than
urban development, pointing out the ongoing
associations in the non-indigenous imaginary
between Indigenous people and ‘‘nature’’. This
predilection positions Indigenous people out-
side the realm of contemporary power and as
spatially distant from the hubs of non-indigen-
ous living. Indigenous occupations in the city
challenge this narrative, and work in tension
with a white reluctance to acknowledge
historicised indigenous presence in the urban
landscape.
In order to explore this field of tensions we will
now turn our attention to two different instan-
ces of Indigenous occupations in urban space,
one at the centre and the other in the inter-
stices, and the institutional resistance encoun-
tered by both. Each instance represents a mode
of Indigenous place-making that challenges the
homogeny of Euro-centric notions of place and
its constitution. They suggest that a new ethics
of place-making in settler-colonial contexts
would demand a diverse understanding of
how places come into existence.
Place-making history: the right to the centre
The Aboriginal Tent Embassy, Canberra
Indigenous claims on Australian urban space
confront a public sphere that is formally
and spatially capable of assimilating cultural
difference, but is as yet under-cooked in the
delivery of a real context for social action. This
phenomenon is most evident in Canberra, the
nation’s capital, modelled by its American
architect on Garden City and City Beautiful
principles synonymous with modern urban
planning in Britain and America. The assertions
made by Indigenous actors on their rights to
this city through acts of resistance and
occupation appear incongruous and uncanny
against this planned geometry that is flanked by
clusters of American-style suburbs. The Abori-
ginal Tent Embassy in Canberra which tactically
occupies the prominent land axis between the
Parliament and Australian War Memorial is a
particular example of this: an antithetical
representation of the fragility of Indigenous
claims flanked by the didactic messages of
national government.10 Indicative of the dis-
cursive threads of Aboriginal urban activism
and the fragmented spatio-physical sites that
have enabled them, the Tent Embassy offers an
alternative model for occupying the centre.
The ideological net cast by the Embassy is also
extra-geographical, connecting to activisms
elsewhere, and in particular linking two parallel
urban sites of Aboriginal protest and resistance
in Canberra and Sydney.
The Tent Embassy was established at a time
when the shrinking spatial entitlements of
Aboriginal Australians and the government’s
desire to contain their difference outside
metropolitan and national areas of productivity
were provoking contestation and civic activism
in many state capitals. According to Scott
Robinson, while the Tent Embassy was an
outcome of ‘‘a decade of debate over means
and goals within the Aboriginal community’’, its
establishment was ‘‘a direct response’’ to the
Liberal-Country Party coalition policy of a
‘‘diluted assimilationism’’ under Prime Minister
McMahon, as expressed in his Australia Day
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address of 25 January 1972.11 While acknowl-
edging ‘‘the deep affinity between Aboriginal
people and the land,’’ McMahon’s address
announced a five point plan with new
restrictive policies governing land holdings on
Aboriginal reserves and land rights else-
where.12 The establishment of the Tent
Embassy on 26 January was therefore an early
expression of the ‘‘burgeoning demand for land
rights’’ by both urban and rural Aboriginals in
protest against government policy.13 Activists
occupied the lawn in front of (what is now
known as) Old Parliament House, initially with
a beach umbrella, and for the nine months that
followed with an ad hoc accumulation of
temporary structures.
These demands for recognition took place in
an historical context in which governmental
policies and ‘‘white’’ Australian culture discur-
sively constituted the Aboriginal as indigent and
primitive: an itinerant, a prisoner, a labourer; as
a body to be civilised, converted, adopted,
assimilated and eliminated. Such transforma-
tions increasingly carried Indigenous identities
further away from the complex emotive
connections to land through which traditional
ownership was maintained. They imposed alien
forms of sociality on Indigenous populations
and introduced discrete spatial containers in
which they might be learned and performed.
While in the first instance the heterogeneity of
their place-based relationships were ignored
through their alienation from place, new layers
of complexity were attributed to Indigenous
communities through invasive colonial pro-
cesses. Civil rights activists, albeit at the
periphery, sought collective enunciation related
to entitlements arising from their heteroge-
neous histories.
While the group of activists who first estab-
lished the Tent Embassy had roots in rural
Australia, they also met in the Sydney suburb
of Redfern, either at the pool tables of the
Clifton or Empress Hotels, or in the house of
Chicka (Charles) Dixon, founder of the
Aboriginal Legal Service and Aboriginal Med-
ical Service. They inherited a tradition of
spatio-temporal occupations, linked to proces-
sions and meetings, which cumulatively as-
serted their presence in Sydney and claimed its
urban spaces. By the 1960s and 1970s, Redfern
was the location of the black intelligentsia,
where civil rights activism around issues of
Aboriginal health and land rights preoccupied a
generation deeply conscious of their depriva-
tion.14 Redfern, along with Fitzroy, Victoria and
South Brisbane, Queensland, became the
nurturing grounds for the ‘‘Black Power’’
movement adapted from America; and Red-
fern in particular was the home of a small
group of individuals known as the ‘‘Black
Caucus’’.15 As noted by Robinson, their politics
combined ‘‘exogenous notions of Black Power,
with a politicised awareness of dispossession’’.16
It is not surprising therefore that the founding
of the Tent Embassy in Canberra should be
instigated by Sydney-siders. Although Canberra
had witnessed the earliest protest by Abori-
ginal elder Jimmy Clements, who reputedly
walked from Brungle Mission near Tumut in
New South Wales to appear uninvited at the
opening of Parliament in 1927 (and was
removed from it for being inappropriately
attired), the capital city was not a site of prior
Indigenous activism. Instead, by the 1970s it
was a highly dispersed agglomeration of
middle-class suburbs with a fairly placid
population. Canberra’s citizens lacked the
urban social sensibilities that might foster
political change. Arguably, the strategic removal
of the capital to a remote site contributed to
uninterrupted government, since protestors
had to be bussed in. Tribune photographer
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Noel Hazzard drove Redfern activists Michael
Anderson, Billy Craigie, Gary Williams, and
Bertie Williams, to Canberra on the night of 25
January 1972.17 They were funded by the
Communist Party of Australia. In Canberra,
university students soon joined their cause.
The impermanent structures of the Tent Em-
bassy offered strong commentary on a philoso-
phy of land ownership and a history of
Aboriginal living conditions, as well as the relative
status of Indigenous people in the capital city and
‘‘on the avenues of protest open to the
otherwise (often) silent minorities in Australian
society’’.18 Robinson cites an interview with
Bobbie Sykes (Aboriginal poet and authoress)
who noted that ‘‘to occupy a building similar in
structure to those used by the oppressive
bureaucratic machine would have been to alien-
ate the protest from the level of the people’’.19
The issue of land rights, which was topical and
politic during the early 1970s, coloured the
government’s antipathy toward the Embassy. A
nation-wide protest for land rights, Ningla-A-Na
(meaning ‘‘hungry for land’’ in the Arrernte
language), saw marches through several capital
cities conducted on National Aborigines Day,
1972. Activist Anderson’s counter five-point
plan, which mimicked that proposed by McMa-
hon, included Aboriginal ownership of reserves
and settlements (including mineral rights), land in
the capital cities, preservation of sacred sites,
monetary compensation, and full rights of
Statehood for the Northern Territory.20 Robin-
son observes that the ‘‘uncompromising public
relations’’ advanced by the Embassy ‘‘created
unprecedented media attention for Aboriginal
activism and its cause’’.21 The campsite was an
embarrassment for the government.
Writes Carol Dow, ‘‘[a]s part of what might
be termed an ‘aesthetic cleansing’ process,
governments have tried to trade off removal of
the embassy in return for permanent meeting
rooms, memorial plaques and reconciliation
paths.’’22 The Minister of the Interior, Ralph
Hunt, proposed to find an alternative and
permanent Canberra building or club. Devious
tactics were employed by the government to
divide the Aboriginal community and remove
the Embassy, invoking territory ordinances and
planning guidelines, but to no avail.23 Mean-
while, the Embassy gained in significance
through the accumulation of associated sym-
bols and private and public events. It became a
place of diverse assemblies: for protests,
marriages and memorials. Various versions of
the flag were flown in February and April, until
the black red and yellow flag, designed by
Harold Thomas, was raised in July 1972.
The congregation of visitors in Canberra,
highlighted by Robinson, further exaggerated
the Aboriginal claim. He observed that
the floating population usually peaked at
weekends, when carloads of Aboriginal
people travelled from Sydney. Chicka
Dixon organised much of the transport,
while prominent activists such as Gary
Foley, Bruce McGuinness, Paul Coe and
Sam Watson arrived at the end of each
week.24
Following media coverage of the event other
tourists and visitors began to flock to Canberra
and non-Aboriginal support was evident.25
Groups of Aboriginal people from the Yirrkala,
from Elcho, Bathurst and Melville islands lent a
pan-Aboriginal appearance to their protest.26 In
the weeks that followed, Soviet diplomats, a
representative from the Canadian Indian Claims
Commission, and a cadre from the Irish Repu-
blican Army visited the site and several interna-
tional newspapers (London Times, Guardian,
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Time Magazine, Le Figaro, Le Monde and New
York Times) gave it media coverage.27 The
significance of tourism to the increased visibility
of Indigenous Australians, realised through their
representations, suggested a noteworthy tac-
tical shift.
The unravelling of the Embassy occurred over
an intense ten day period in the latter part of
July 1972 and saw three successive de-territor-
ialisations by the police—and re-territorialisa-
tions by activists—on July 20, 23 and 30.
Following the first eviction, the Embassy was
forced into exile in student houses and
university buildings.28 Protest marches culmi-
nated in a second violent confrontation be-
tween police and protestors and a third was
anticipated. However, the protestors finally
gave in and the police were invited to dismantle
the tents. It had been a day, writes Robinson, ‘‘of
symbolic, non-violent and creative action.’’29
The subsequent history of the Embassy is one
of successive occupations and evictions until it
achieved official status in 1995 and was listed
as part of the National Estate. In 1998, a sacred
fire derived from a ‘‘fire-dreaming’’ narrative
surrounded by a composition of several
humpies (temporary brush shelters) re-af-
firmed the site as a place of Indigenous
habitation.30 However, many of these have
been lost and subsequent acts of arson and
police raids have marred their message at
different times. The space was enlivened in
2008 as crowds of Aboriginals converged on
the site to hear the National Apology to the
Stolen Generations. The Embassy was repli-
cated most recently at Sandon Point, NSW, in a
bid for spatial justice against the McCauley’s
Beach development.
The history of the Aboriginal Tent Embassy
reveals how resistant spatial practices articulate
the ‘‘right to the city’’ through their materiality,
mobility and accumulation. Read against their
dynamic challenge, the backdrop of civic
institutions appears fixed and frozen, a stage
set for actions played out elsewhere in the
nation. Indeed we may argue that in 1972
Aboriginal protestors brought the city to
Canberra, cultivating a form of urbanity
hitherto unknown in the Australian capital.
The temporal-spatial manifestations of their
resistance, although received as immaterial,
communicated the exigencies of governance
and the rights of citizenship far better than
their monolithic counterparts. By making and
remaking the city through social action, Aus-
tralian Aboriginals transformed themselves into
its original rightful citizens.
The Tent Embassy forced public recognition of
a particular history—a history of ongoing
Indigenous (re)occupation, despite two centu-
ries of dispossessions—amidst a cultural and
political landscape that sought to admit only
certain narratives into an historical archive. The
capacity to discount or ignore certain spatial
and discursive presences thus characterises
power in the contemporary city. While a lack
of material wealth underscores the spatiality of
socio-political disadvantage, ‘‘spatial justice’’, as
defined by Edward Soja, can be made manifest
in place through participation in public dis-
course and story-telling.
Place-making history: collision of Indigenous
and non-indigenous practices
Smith Street, Collingwood
Recent occurrences in the inner-city Mel-
bourne suburb of Collingwood also illuminate
these processes. They centre on a certain
street corner which until recently was a
favoured place of gathering for the local Koorie
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community. Next door to the TAB, on the
corner of Smith and Stanley Streets, was a
place where Koories would meet up, sit,
socialise and drink together. Visitors looking
for relatives or friends in the Collingwood area
knew to come to this corner in order to find
them. Its aesthetics were minimal—a public
table, used as a bench given the lack of other
seating (its matching chairs were burnt some
years back), and a couple of young eucalypt
trees.
Smith Street, one of the oldest high streets in
Melbourne, is predominantly retail and com-
mercial, although second-storey accommoda-
tion in the older buildings along the street is
common. Behind this strip, in the streets of
Collingwood, newly built apartment buildings,
original Victorian cottages, and blocks of
medium and high rise public housing flats,
make this a densely populated inner city
suburb. Traditionally a working class area,
established on boggy land descending down
to the Yarra River, Collingwood has an
ethnically diverse population, largely due to
its public housing, and its history as a hub of
factory production.
Established on the lands of the Wurundjeri,
Collingwood and its neighbouring suburb
Fitzroy have formed a focal point for Indigen-
ous people in Victoria since the 1930s. With
their cheap rooming houses, these inner-city
suburbs became the first port of call for
Koories when the missions onto which they
had been forced began to close. At this time
Fitzroy was known as the ‘‘Dirty Mile’’—a
notorious area synonymous with poverty,
unemployment and the socially marginal.
Post-war European immigrants were also
attracted to the cheap housing of Collingwood
and Fitzroy, and the suburbs’ demographics
transformed in the 1950s and 60s accordingly.
A concentration of public housing continues to
make these inner-city suburbs a home for
recently arrived migrants.
As their Indigenous populations grew, Fitzroy
and Collingwood became a locus of commu-
nity activism and political agitation. They gained
a reputation as places in which all Indigenous
people could find community, regardless of
where they came from. According to elder Iris
Lovett Gardiner, ‘‘Fitzroy has always been the
place where our people came to. There has
always been an Aboriginal community within
that suburb, although people’s roots were
elsewhere in the country.’’31 Representative
organisations for Indigenous Victorians were
established throughout Fitzroy and Colling-
wood, strengthening their identity as a gather-
ing place for Koorie community. The Australian
Aborigines League, the United Council of
Australian Women, the Victorian Aboriginal
Health Service, the Victorian Aboriginal Legal
Service, the Koorie Club, and the education
institution Koorie Kollij, are some of the
organisations housed here since the 1930s.
In recent years, the local demographic has
once again changed, with young professionals
moving into the area and its retail/ commercial
face altering in response. Fashionable cafes,
bars, and design boutiques have a strong
presence, as do the pricey apartment com-
plexes that have sprung up adjacent to the
older public housing. Smith Street, at the heart
of Collingwood, is defined by this mingling of
class and cultures; while gentrification has
made a definite mark on the street and its
surrounds, its older, and less socio-economic-
ally privileged residents and visitors continue to
make place there. Particular corners and
precincts are favoured sites of gathering for
the Koorie community—out the front of
Safeway (supermarket), at the junction of
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Moor Street and Smith Street, the ‘‘Billabong’’
in the gardens of the housing estate, and until
recently, the corner of Stanley and Smith.
On this corner, in October 2009, a three year
old eucalypt tended and well loved by a group
of local Koories was removed by the council to
make way for a public artwork commemorat-
ing and celebrating Indigenous place. The
removal of the tree was particularly traumatic
for those affected because of its rather brutal
nature. According to the account of local (non-
indigenous) residents, the tree appeared to be
removed as an afterthought by council work-
ers and was simply abandoned in the gutter, on
the opposite side of Stanley Street, after its
uprooting. The tree lay in the gutter for several
days in unseasonally hot weather, after which it
was briefly tied to a telephone pole. It was
then taken away by a non-indigenous resident
who attempted to save it by re-potting the
tree. The tree eventually died in the pot, and
was then dragged away by someone else, not
to be seen again.
This strange little journey of the tree took
place in the context of local council action on
the public consumption of alcohol, particularly
targeting Indigenous people who spent much
of the day drinking in their gathering places
along Smith Street, and the implementation of
the Yarra Council’s Smith Street Community
Plan, which also targeted Indigenous residents,
this time as valued community members to be
included in decision making processes. This
Community Plan—which outlines targets for
2030—names ‘‘foster[ing] deeper understand-
ing of, and awareness of Aboriginal culture’’ and
its celebration, and ‘‘work[ing] with conflict and
the clash between the positive and negative
aspects of the street, acknowledging it rather
than denying it exists’’ as key aspects of its
vision. Like all plans of this kind, the discourse,
while registering history, is all about the future:
it involves imagining an (ideal) community to
come, and its strategies are thus oriented
towards this.
On a more pragmatic and direct level, the
controversial introduction of Local Law 8 by
the Yarra Council saw the illegalisation of street
drinking in a precinct famous for the drunken
presences of Koories during the day and non-
indigenous revellers at night. While this law
could not, of course, discriminate, it was
understood that the group most affected by
its introduction would be the former rather
than the latter. Koories gathering on Smith
Street to meet up and drink had already been
moved on from the Atherton Gardens in
Fitzroy, a previous favourite gathering place.
With few local indoor facilities that would
accommodate them—MAYSAR, the Mel-
bourne Aboriginal Youth, Sport and Recreation
on Gertrude Street Fitzroy, is all that remains
of the active hub for the Koorie community of
the 1960s and 70s—this group was drawn to
the sites on Smith Street that offered some
kind of seating and shelter.
Accounts of the tree’s origin differ. Council
representatives with whom we spoke claim
that the City of Yarra’s own arborist planted
the tree a few years ago. This arborist noted
that the tree was in poor health and so made
the decision to remove it as part of the
remodelling of the Smith and Stanley Streets
corner site. The more popular account,
however, holds that the tree was planted by
local non-indigenous identity Henry Maas—a
popular figure who lives on Smith Street.
According to his own account and that of
others, Maas planted the tree three years ago
(without council permission) in an effort to
‘‘green’’ the surrounds of Smith Street. He
planted two trees: the other, across Stanley
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Street, seems to have disappeared from the
site too, but was apparently not of the same
significance as the first.
Given that Koories gathered on this corner,
Maas asked a couple of them to take
responsibility for watering the tree, to which
they agreed. The nearby Cheese Cake Factory
provided their water for this purpose. In this
account, the tree and its nurture were
communal, and involved a range of community
members, both Indigenous and non-indigen-
ous. As the tree grew, it provided better and
better shade, turning this otherwise stark
corner into a more hospitable space.
The local council held consultations on the
Stanley Street site in the lead-up to the
artwork’s selection but the significance of
the tree was not recorded by the council.
Prior to its removal, the tree was decorated by
Koories in gestures of mourning, with ribbons
and small poems tied around its branches. As it
was recounted to us by the non-indigenous
resident who tried to save the tree, several of
the Koories visited her house, crying and
apologising to the tree.
Soon after the tree and other objects were
removed from the site, work began on the
construction of the public artwork that was to
replace them. This artwork, initiated under the
Smith Street Community Plan, was intended to
represent and celebrate the Indigenous history
of what is now the City of Yarra and the land of
the Wurundjeri. The brief did not specify the
commissioning of an Indigenous artist but the
winning design was by a non-Wurundjeri
Indigenous man, Glenn Romanis. Denise Lovitt,
a respected Wurundjeri elder highly active in
the local community, was involved in the
selection process, although she passed away
during the work’s construction. The work, a
stone ground design that maps out places of
Indigenous significance with cross-sections of
fossilised wood, incorporates some ground
lighting and several stone boulders that provide
seating. A small cluster of native grass has been
planted at the eastern edge of the work.
No shade falls on the site now, and the
boulders and stone ground quickly heat up
during the day. Without protection of any kind,
the corner is exposed to winds and is
unwelcoming in both hot and cold weather.
Koories no longer gather at this spot and the
artwork earns little attention from passers-by,
though the occasional worker on their lunch
break might sit here.
According to Yarra Council representatives
who oversaw the project, the installation of
Glenn Romanis’ artwork generated much ill-
feeling from the Koorie locals, who questioned
his right to undertake such a work as a non-
Wurundjeri man. Glenn was subject to abuse
and, on occasion, violent behaviour. This, we
were told, was fanned by anger surrounding
the simultaneous introduction of Local Law 8
and its implications for local Koories. It was
suggested that the council had been pressured
by traders along Smith Street to move Koories
on from the Stanley Street corner, among
other gathering points, and Local Law 8 was a
key part of this process; the artwork on the
site, erasing what was a place made significant
by Indigenous members of the community,
contributed to this agenda.
Despite Local Law 8, Koories still gather and
drink on Smith Street: the junction of Moor
Street and Smith Street, right across the road
from the Stanley Street site, is a popular
location. These meeting places are ephemeral,
produced by the meeting of bodies and the
exchange of stories. They do not make a
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permanent mark, but weave into the fabric of
daily Smith Street life. At the same time, their
presence defies legal, material and poetic
attempts to move them on and to name what
is significant to a disenfranchised, alienated and
sometimes chronically ill community, made up
of many trajectories and histories. The council’s
attempt, with all good intentions, to remember
the Indigenous history of Yarra through the
installation of a public artwork, perpetuated the
colonial tradition of erasing the past to make
the future. The tree that was uprooted did not
fit the description of a tree of significance to
Indigenous people—it was not old, but young,
and was planted by a (reportedly) non-
indigenous man. The removal of the tree
reinscribed a dominant non-indigenous narra-
tive of what is meaning in place. Moreover, in its
bid to improve the civic and commercial
conditions of Smith Street, it ironically erased
the liveability of the Smith and Stanley Street
corner space, such as it was—a liveability that
had grown out of organic engagements, com-
munal practices and encounters.
Implications for the Architecture of
Aboriginal Cultural Centres
So what are the implications for the design of a
centre for Aboriginal culture in Melbourne?
This paper has argued that colonisation is
complex, dominant and persistent. With the
paucity of precedents for successful urban
Indigenous cultural centres, our history of
adapting or renovating non-indigenous ways
of making place for Indigenous communities,
and a lack of Indigenous representation in the
architectural community, the challenges appear
daunting.32 As non-indigenous scholars we are
reticent to claim particular knowledge about
how Indigenous place ought to be re-made in
Melbourne. We prefer to address the equally
important question that must precede it: How
do we decolonise the settler-colonial city?
Indeed, what critique might these Indigenous
place-making stories bring to the practice of
architecture? Samia Mehrez argues that ‘‘de-
colonisation can only be complete when it is
understood as a complex process that
involves both the coloniser and the
colonised’’.33
Despite 40 years of postmodern discourse
these two place-making histories reveal that
the settler-colonial city persists with a binary
thinking that is antithetical to Indigenous ways
of being. We struggle to hold in mind,
simultaneously, the past and present, fluid and
static, figure and ground, centre and periphery.
In western thinking these ‘‘opposites’’ naturally
have a linear or oscillating relationship; they
rarely co-exist.
Past/Present
This story from Collingwood indicates a place-
attachment that is continually being re-made.
The past history of neighbouring Fitzroy as a
gathering place for Indigenous people conflates
with contemporary experiences of nurturing a
tree; the dynamic of the living environment is
as important as the ground that sustains it; the
success of this urban place relies on the
performance of meeting, not an inert artwork.
Settler culture developed separate architectur-
al typologies for recognising these activities: the
museum as the collection of stories and
artefacts from the past; the gallery as an
expression of contemporary culture; the
botanic garden for living landscapes. Although
contemporary institutions have in many ways
rethought these distinctions and sought more
active engagement between viewer and collec-
tion, these building typologies continue to
compartmentalise. Indeed, the brief for the
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contemporary Melbourne Museum was for a
‘‘campus’’ where different collections are spa-
tially dislocated.
A recent publication, The Power and the Passion,
co-authored by Faulkhead and Jim Berg,
recounts the difficult relationship Indigenous
Australians have had with the settler model of
collecting and objectifying historical artefacts,
including the bones of deceased Aboriginal
people. Berg’s life, by his and others’ accounts,
has been a sacred journey, back and forth, to
collect remains from institutions and return
them to their place of origin. ‘‘If you can’t
respect the dead you can’t respect the living’’ is
a recurring refrain. The emotional significance
of returning remains to the ‘‘spiritual mother
earth’’ at the Kings Domain is palpable when
reading the stories by the 20 others who
contributed to this history. An Indigenous
Cultural Education and Knowledge centre will
need to be a new typology that is informed, not
by western precedents, but by Indigenous
ontologies.
Stasis/Fluidity
The dynamic of strategic capture by colonising
institutions and subsequent tactical man-
oeuvres and temporary occupation by Indi-
genous activists in the history of the Tent
Embassy seem to echo the spatial power
relations that Michel de Certeau articulates.
But we caution against this reading: it perpe-
tuates the caricature of the nomadic indigene
that settlers saw when terra nullius was first
articulated. The Tent Embassy is both temporal
and permanent. Materially fragile and con-
stantly re-made, it has persisted in the same
place for decades despite numerous attempts
to destroy it. It is evidence of Watson’s claim
that stasis and fluidity coexist in Indigenous
place-making.34
Architecture that invests too heavily in
form and matter, without understanding the
importance of spatial flows within and around,
to and from, runs the risk of being irrelevant.
Award-wining building, Galina Beek Living
Cultural Centre at Healesville, Victoria by
Anthony Styant-Browne, is a case in point.
Seemingly ideally located opposite Healesville
Sanctuary, this building is now abandoned and
a squatter has taken up residence in the old
dwelling on the property. The history here is
complex so we hesitate to draw simple
conclusions, but can confirm they include
political, economic, relational and legal issues:
traditional owners were not fully involved at
the outset, there was ongoing institutional
presence (the state government set up a
museum which displayed images of living
people without their permission), the centre
was run by non-indigenous groups and the title
to the land is controlled by a caveat so it can
never be sold by the community. Bunjilaka, the
Indigenous section of the Melbourne Museum,
was a popular gathering place early on but is
now rarely visited by local Aboriginals, again for
similarly complex reasons. Ensuring that the
flows of community to and from a cultural
building continue to breathe life into it after
building works are complete involves a deep
understanding of relationships, and an inter-
rogation of the legal and organisational struc-
tures that settler society often places around
them.
Figure/Ground
Landscape architecture discourse has critiqued
the figure/ ground binary within which archi-
tecture has traditionally operated, calling for
designers to think in terms of the ‘‘constructed
ground’’ rather than an architectural object on
a passive landscape. In the context of Indigen-
ous place-making ‘‘the ground’’ has even more
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profound stakes. In traditional lore it is alive
and generative, the keeper of the spirits of the
ancestors; in the early years of settlement
Aboriginal people were physically removed
from their ‘‘country’’. Despite the apparent
success of Mabo in 1992 in overturning terra
nullius, native title claims have been largely
unsuccessful. Caveats often still limit land
transfers on titles given over to Aboriginal
people for cultural centres. The ‘‘ground’’ has
been the ignored ‘‘other’’, despite its central
importance for Indigenous Australians. In any
discussion about the ‘‘right to the city’’ the right
to land must also be addressed. Our research
to date reveals an array of ‘‘places’’ for
Aboriginal culture that are assembled in
appropriated spaces (houses, halls, etc) due
to a lack of land. We have also discovered
cultural centres that have been designed but
never built, again because land that was
made available was toxic or too problematic
to build on. In 2010 the state government
of Victoria passed a new act in parliament
that allows for Crown Land to be converted
into Aboriginal Title that is managed by a
board with a significant representation by
traditional owners. Three claims have been
settled to date on Crown Land in country
Victoria. It will be interesting to see if these
are a precedent that can be applied to
the ‘‘centre’’ of Melbourne as well as the
‘‘periphery’’.
Conclusion
The ‘‘right to the city’’ has been revisited in this
paper in order to understand the lack of me-
tropolitan visibility for Australia’s Indigenous
populations. It argues that place-making cul-
tures of the Australian settler-colonial city
continue to, sometimes deliberately, some-
times unknowingly, disrupt Indigenous place-
making. In light of an expressed desire for a
gathering place for Indigenous culture, knowl-
edge and education in Melbourne by key
Indigenous groups, it is timely to consider how
Indigenous people’s right to the city might be
affirmed. It begins by reversing the question:
not how do we re-make Indigenous place, but
how does the settler-colonial city relinquish its
control? The binaries of past and present, fluid
and static, figure and ground that frame
architecture typologies, form-making and ma-
teriality are called into question. The cadastral
map that organises the ‘‘ground’’ on which we
build has disrupted traditional owner bound-
aries and introduced complications of other
sorts: relational (within Aboriginal groups),
legal and economic. The ‘‘right to the centre’’
and the ‘‘right to the ground’’ are necessary
sequelae that architects must consider in
addressing the issue of the ‘‘right to the city’’.
Indigenous culture offers alternative and resis-
tant strategies of inhabiting and shaping space
to a culture in need of renovation.
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